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NATURAL

3 OPTIONS FOR THE LID



MARBLE SERIES
Our new Cable Box collection in timeless marble look. 

Keeps any decor simple yet sophisticated



KITCHEN iPAD SCREEN SHIELD
- Protects the iPad’s screen, home button and camera from splatters
- Easily attached and removed with clip-on tabs
- Easy to clean surface - grease and stains wipe right off

SOFT SILICONE GRIP

TABLET & TRAVEL PILLOW
- Multi functional - doubles as tablet holder & travel pillow
- Comfy tablet holder on the go,  in the hotel or at home
- Removable & washable cover

2 ADJUSTABLE
VIEWING POSITIONS

MINI LAPTRAY
- Shapeable bean bag cushion
- Removable, washable cushion cover

ANTI-SLIP SURFACE

Patent no. 533 730

SURFPILLOW HITECH
- Shapeable pillow - comfortable surfing
- The air slit prevents overheating of lap and computer
- The computer rests securely against the anti-slip surface of the pillow

WITH COOLING DESIGN

2-IN-1



100% 
food grade 

silicone

3 VIEWING POSITIONS :

1. 2. 3.

KITCHEN TABLET STAND
- Follow online recipes
- 3 viewing positions
- Food safe nonslip silicone

TABLETPILLOW
- Shapeable soft pillow for comfy surfing
- 2 positions : vertical and horizontal
- 2 inner pockets : protective sleeve and storage

2 ADJUSTABLE
VIEWING POSITIONS

HIDEAWAY
- Hides extension leads, plugs and adaptors
- Keeps your electrical leads and extensions in order
- Fire retardant plastic

4 SIZES

STORAGE POCKET FOR IPAD
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ABOUT BOSIGN
Bosign has supplied interiors around the globe with thoughtful design solutions 
since 1995. We combine modern Scandinavian detail and lasting functionality with 
unexpected twists to bring you lifestyle products that make even the most everyday 
activities an enjoyable experience. 

OUR RETAIL PARTNERS:




